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PREFACE 
CS£SSSSS3£»£S 

Most of the material presented in this 

paper has been taken out of either Landau*s 

"Vorlesungen” (Sections 2 to 6 and 14) or his 

"ifeuere Ergebnisse"(Sections 7 to 12). Other 

books and some original papers were also con¬ 

sulted. 

It has been my main concern to give as 

complete as possible a proof of Vinogradov/1 s 

Theorem. To this end Sections 2,5 and 6 were 

included. Further most proofs are given in 

greater detail, thim even Landau thought 

necessary. In other words the paper should 

now be understandable to Brunic, Cowling and 

Ptranian, even though they will probably 

never read it. 

Other results were only included, if 

they could be proved easily. 
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dotation. 
csss saass3ssssss«s5 

Throughout this paper we shall use the following 

notation. 

Small roman letters, except e and i, denote integers 

(positive, negative or zero). The letters e and i have 

their usual meaning, that is e = lim(l+ n)n and i =v-1. 

The letter p always stands for a prime number, where 

we define as a prime number any positive integer, that 

is divisible only by±1 and by itself. 

For a^o the symbol a / b, or in words "a divides b", 

is understood to mean; there exists an integer c, such 

that 

ac*b. 

We permit c^O, hence for every a^O a / 0. 

If a does not divide b we write a f b. 
By (a,b) we denote the greatest common divisor of 

a and b. That is, d=(a,b)£ 1, if d / a, d / b and if 

for every number f>d at least one of the two relations 

f f a, f f b holds. 
If is any real number we denote by the greatest 

integer contained in ^. That is 

Lip +1. 
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By {$} we denote the distance from ^ to the nearest 

integer. That is 

it} » Min (t£l+l . 

Introducing new expressions we may write 

X®X(k,N), 

this means X is a function of k and W alone. 

Constants like e^(k), c2(k), are always assumed 

to he real positive numbers, not necessarily integers. 

Section 1. 

INTRODUCTIONI 
S& 3S£ C3 SSL St ££ 555 SS SA St tBt VX 

In 16J6 Fermat announced and claimed to have proved 

the theorem that any positive integer can be expressed 

as the sum of four squares of integers (or zero). 

In 1770 Waring conjectured that every positive 

integer is the sum of four squares, nine cubes, 19 

fourth powers "and so on". This is Baring's only contri¬ 

bution to the problem that bears his name, for he neve/r 

proved even a part of his statement. His words do not 

even outline the problem precisely. To do this we make 

three definitions. 

definition 1.1. Let g(k) be the smallest integer s 

for which the dlophantine equation 

(1.1) n=Z! k , k£l, 
m=l 
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has a solution x,, ... x_, with x > 0, for every n>Q. 
rn'"' ~ “ nttTi n~f “-“rv-ir-n: mr.r X 3 mmrnimmmmmmmf £f£ unr-~~ 

If no such s exists, we define g(k)=oo. 

1.2. Let G(k,m) be the smallest integer 

s (G(k,m)«oo, if no s exists) for which the equation (1.1) 

has a solution x^, ... xg, x^>0, for all n^m. 

We now note, that for 

1^ G(k,mJ < G(k,ai>) 

if G(k,mP)<co . lienc©m2am G(k,m) exists, it is equal to 

a certain integer G(k). As G(k,m) takes on only integral 

values, there exists a certain integer nQ(k), such that 

for nQ(kf G(k,m)«G(k). If GCk,©^}® <»we have for all 

0 G(k,m)«oo and define G(k)»<?0. 

Definition 1.3. Let G(k) be the smallest integer s 
££££ 32 S&S& CSSS ”***•*>— *»*■"»” ■»«** —« i«wnwwi»«wmiiii ■ mwwtuiwMn.»■ 

(G(K)=»oc, if no a exists) for which the equation 11.1) 

has a solution x^, ... %s, with 0, for all n 2 n_(k) 

(n (k) to be chosen as indicated above, n„(k)«Q for G(k)= <?<?). 
o " —! °   

As faring*s Problem we then define the determination 

of g(k) and G(k) for all k 11. For k«l we have (as liandau 

does not fail to point out) evidently g(l)»G(l)=l. For 

k=2 Lagrange proved in 17?0 that g(2)s^ 4 and the number 

7 - 24 l2-+l2+r;~ 

allows no decomposition into less than four squares, 

hence g(2)=£. For k«3 Wieferioh found g(3)»9. 



The first general result was Hilberts proof in 

1909 that g(k)<k«i and hence Gfya)<ooi for all k. 

Between 1920 and 1925 Hardy and Littiewood 

published a series of papers, in which, using a new 

method developed by them,they gave upper bounds for 

G(k). Their best result, obtained in 1925, is, for k 4 

G(k) < (k-2) 2JC~3- k •+ 5 + ^, where k2log2. 

Improving the method of Hardy and Littlewood, 

Vinogradow obtained in 1935 the excellent result 

(considering that G(k)^ k+1 as we prove in Section 1^-) 

that for k2 4 

G(k)< V(k) «. [k(6 log k t 3 log 6 + 4)]) - 2. 

It is the proof of approximately this result, 

that will take up the greatest part of this thesis. 

We believe this choice is justified, because Vinogradow* s 

Theorem, evidently includes Hilberts Theorem, it gives 

the best upper bound for G(k), known sofar, it is of 

interest in the theory of diophantine equations, as 

of course all results on waringfe Problem are, and finally 

it \7as Vinogradov/* s Theorem that enabled Hickson and 

Pillai independently to determine the exact value of 

g(k) for almost all k. 

They both p^jroved in 1936, that for k> 6 

g(k) = I(k) » 21C+q - 2 , q = [(J)k], 
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if 2k> <i+rt3, where 3^2^+ r, 0<r<2^. This inequality is 

satisfied for all 6<k^40Q and for most greater numbers, 

possibly for all. For some of the remaining numbers, if 

any, the value of g(k) has also been determined by Dickson 

and filial. It is thus only for k=4,3»6 and possibly a few 

k>40Q that g(k) is still unknown. 

These striking results were obtained from Vinogradow’s 

Theorem in the following way. For k> 6 Vinogradov?* s upper 

bound V{k) is smaller than I(k), which is known to be 

the lower bound for g(k) (see Section I9r), the same was 

not true even for Hardy’s and Littlewood’s best result. 

The problem of finding g(k) is thus reduced to the 

problem of determining an K(k) as small as possible, 

such that all n£n(k) can be expressed as the sum of 

V(k) k th powers, and then considering the decomposition 

of the remaining n <B(k)• This is exactly what Dickson 

and filial did. 

There have been numerous other investigations in 

connection with taring's Problem. Q{4) for example 

was closely investigated by Hardy and Littlewood, 

and more recently by Heilbronn and Davenport and 

independently by Bsterman, they found G(4)^17. 

Dickson has also made a study of the decomposition 

of numbers into pairs of K th powers, AS a final 

example we may mention the investigations concerning 
V f (x-s), 

the decomposition of a number in the form ^ 0 

•where f (x) is an arbitrary polynomial with integer coefficients, 



Section 2 

C0£!GRU£RCJ2S. 

Certain results from the theory of congruences will be 

needed through out the remainder of this thesis, these 

we develop here, without in any way trying to give a 

complete account of the theory* 

Uefinition 2.1. If m>0» we say a is congruent b 
»««CS*3'S;&SSS33SSSa ——— 9 ■——» «~«**** •' *»■"■* 

modulo m, and -write 

a s b (mod m)» 

if and only if m / (a~b). 

Theorem 2.1.The equivalence relation thus defined 
S2SS ^assess S3 «—■ttmmm'mmrn «»■»"> miwmmmn m PT. 

is reflexive, symmetric and transitive. 

Proof. »e have for any m>G and any m / (a-aj, 

hence the relation is reflexive, further if m / (a-b) 

then m / (b-a), this proves the symmetric property. 

The transitivity we prove as follows: m / (a-b) and 

m / (b-c), hence m / ((a-b)+ (b-c)), that is m / (a-c}. 

Ilith the help of this equivalence relationship we 

can divide the integers into classes, which shall be 

called residue classes mod m. Two numbers a and b belong 

into the same class if and only if they are congruent mod a. 

gheorem 2.2. A necessary and SMUMM msdJ-tJLan 

for 
a = b (mod a) 

is that 

a » mq,. •+ r , 0 < r < m, 
b = mq2+r# 



grggf. We first note that any number a can be 

uniquely represented in the form 

a » r , Og r<m. 

If now 
b =» mq2+ r , 

then we have 
a~fe « m( 

and hence m j (a-b). 

Secondly if a » mq-j+r and as b (mod m)» then (a-b) « 

and 
b = a - iq « m(q^-q)+ r « mq^+r. 

This completes the proof of the theorem. 

It follows from this theorem, that all numbers 

of one residue class have the same residue r and that 

numbers of different classes have different residues. 

Hence there are m different residue classes mod m. 

The following theorems are concerned with the 

manipulations that are possible with congruences. 

Theorem 2.3« from 

a=b (modjai) ; csd (mod m) 

follows 
at c = b 3c (mod m). 

Proof. We have m / (a-b) and m / (o-d), hence 

m / ((a-b)i (c-d)) that is m / ((ate)-(bid)}. 

Theorem 2.4. From 

asb (mod m) 
follows for every c 

ac= be (mod m). 



groof. From m / (a-b) follows m / (a-b)c and hence 

m i (ao-bc). 

Theorem 2.5. From 
sassasa   

a= b (mod m) ; e = d (mod m) 

follows 
ac sbe (mod m)• 

SlggSl* From the prefie&ing theorem it follows 

that 
ao = bo (mod m) ; be £ bd (mod m). 

fhe transitive property of congruences then assures 

the result. 

Theorem 2.6. Let 

f (x) 

and let 

then 

0Q+ OJX + Ons“. 

as b (mod m} s 

f (a) s f (b) (mod m}. 

Proof. The theorem follows from repeated 

applications of the prede&ing theorems. 

This theorem justifies the following definition, 

definition 2.2. As the number of solutions 

of the congruence 

f (x) s 0 (mod m) 

we regard the number of solutions shsxa Qg x0<m. 

This is the same as the number of residue classes s±± 



mod m all of whose elements satisfy the congruence 

( by the preceding theorem either all or no elements of 

a certain residue class satisfy a given congruence}! 

Theorem 2.7. If (c»&)»!* and 
C5a«&essa»2& —* •**“*.— *" 

acs bo {mod m), 

then 
as b (mod m). 

Proof. We have m. /ac - be, and hence m /(a-b) 

as (c,m)«l the preceding relation implies m / (a-b). 

fhegrera 2.8. From 

ac s be (mod m) 

follows 
a s b (mod,2*- ») • v (c,m)' 

Hgof. o/ (a-b)0 henoe(|^m) / U-b)^,. 

How lllTa)Mo7a)) ” 1 and hsnoe(o7o) ' {e-~bU 

Theorem 2.9. If n / m and fcf 

&£b (mod m), 

then 
as b (mod m). 

FjgSf- si / (a-b) and n / m hence n / (a-b). 

Theorem 2.10. If 

ssb (mod m), 

then 
ac 5 be (mod ), 

and conversely. 

Proof.From m / (a-b) follows me / (a-b)c, 
CSSSSS3.C5SS1. * 

me / (ac-bc) and conversely. 



Definition 2.3. The number a is said to be prime 
2gS3£3«SS33aS52S&£&S ^ II I «Mt» —• *nn    

to b if and only if (a,b)«l. 

Definition 2.4. The functioned) is equal to the 
SSSSSSSSaSSSSiCSSSESSSi mmmmmammm tmmmmn*. 7 ' mmmmm 

number of integers 0 <" a<m, which are prime to m. 

theorem 2.11. <f> (p) » p-1. 
sssssessssassss 1 ^ * 

Proof. Mo number greater than zero and smaller 
sssssstssszs w 

than p is divisible by p. 

Theorem 2.12. <f(ph) « vh~ph~L. 

Vi 

Proof. Among the numbers 0<a^pa there are exactly 

P divisible by p. Sdese « tbe nu.bevs o, 
h-1 

the fora pb where b runs from 1 to p -1. Hence 

/„h, h , ,„h-l ,i „h „h~l (p ) * p -1 - (p -1) « p -p 

Theorem 2.13. If 
S33SS3SS3SSSS8 mmmx* 

a =b (mod m), 

then 
(a,m) = (b,m). 

Proof.Se have b * a4mq., hence (a,m) / b. Evidently 

(a,m) / a and hence (a,m) / (b,m) • Similarly it can be 

shown that (b,m) / (a,m). It follows that (b,m) « ($.,m) 

This theorem allows us to spealc of residue 

classes mod m as being prime to m. for if one element 

of a class satisfies (a,m)»l , then this condition is 

also satified by all the others. And conversely if urn 

one element of a class is not prime to m, then none of 

the elements is prime to m. 



Definition 2.5. A complete residue system mod m 
334SSSSStS«SSSS2CSS3 ^ *a‘* inn1' ■""   111 rrrr— 

is a set of m integers9 no two of which are congruent 

mod m. This is the same as saying, that every residue 

class is represented by exactly one element of the set. 

Definition 2.6. A reduced residue system mod m 
S3SSS32553t£5J»SSSS:BS ' mnmrnmmmmmmtmmmtm —itf—wmmmm, 

is a set of (m) integers, all of which are prime to m, 

and no two of which are congruent mod m. 

Theorem 2.14 If (k,m)«l and if the numbers 

al*a2* • • • aja ?orm SL QQBipiQte residue system modm m 

then the m numbers a^k, ank, ... amk form a 

complete residue system mod m. 

Proof. Prom theorem 2.7 it follows, that 

ark s a^k (mod a) 

Implies 
as (mod m), 

that means ar
aa

s» Hence no two of the m numbers aQk are 

congruent mod m. The theorem then follows from Definition 2 

Theorem 2.15. If. y runs over a complete residue 

system mod q^ and z runs over d complete residue system 

yq2 runs over a complete 

residue system mod q^q^ 

Proof. The expression zq-|+yq2 takes on q^q|| ^ 

different values. It is sufficient to show that no two 

mod q2, where (q^,q2)«l, then zq^t 



iissume of them are congruent mod *3.^2° 

zqx-V yq2s z’q.^4 y'q2 (mod qiq2) 

then ^1^2 / ((z-z* )q-, (y-y* )q 2) • Becalling that 

we must have q^ / (y-y*) and q2 / (2-£
f), 

this is equivalent to 

y=?y* (mod cj.^} ; z =z’ (mod q~,}. 

Thus y=y* and z=»z*. 

Theorem 2.16. Let d i m» then a residue class 
SSSSSSSSSSSCSSS    * im.«i nnmrrtm*. —~     ■ «iW»«mrr- 

mod H is, composed of exactly d residue classes mod m. 

Proof, A residue class mod§r consists of all sssssssssi CL 

numbers igir q^ +• r, where r is fixed (0^r<^), and q 

takes on all integral values, ie can write 

q » gd+ s , s = 0, 1, ... d-1, 

and hence 

qf+r » gm + s*|+r # gm+r*. 

here r* can take on d different values and we will always 

have Q<r*<.m-1« 

Theorem 2.1?. IX (k8ia)=sl and if a1# a2» ... 

fora a. reduced residue system mod m, then a^k, ... 

form a reduced residue system mod ia. 

Proof. From (k,m)»l and (ar,m)»l follows 

(ayk^m)®!. Further according to Theorem 2.14 no ti?o 

tym}* 

numbers of the nevj set are congruent mod a. The theorem 

then follows from Definition 2.6. 



Theorem 2.18. If y runs over a reduced residue 
SS«3SS£SiSSSSSS mmmrn V ,»i—. ... ■ iMmwv.iW.iiiw. MM. WW—MWIWWIMI. Mrriww.ww.rii. w»wmM»'rn 

system mod and 2 runs over a asm reduced residue 

system mod (q^jq^)®!, then sq^+ yq2 
ruas 

over a reduced residue system mod q^q^. follows 

that for (q^qg)**^ 

(q x)'«f (q2^ “ °f 

Proof.lt follows from Theorem 2.15 that as y 

and z run over complete residue systems so does 2q-j+yq2 

It is sufficient to show, first that if either (z,qj > 1 

or (y,q1)>1, then (zqj+yq^, q^q2) >1* this is obvious. 

Secondly if both (ziq^)®! and (y,q1)«l, then 

(zq-jfyq2,q^q,)=1, this too is evident if we recall, 

that {qiaq2)«l. 

Theorem 2.19. If (a,m)=l the congruence 

ax + a^= 0 (mod m) 

has exactly one solution. 

Proof.According to Theorem 2.14 the set 

aO, al, .... a(ra-l) forms a complete residue system 

mod m, exactly one of these numbers therefore 

is 5-a , (mod m). 
W 

Theorem 2.20 The congruence 
'C323S3 S&S&S&SSi wwimn . <«*.*».mwiww■. 

(2.1) ax + afls 0 (mod m) 

has a solution If and only if (a,m) / a^.. The number of 

solutions is then (a,m), and all x of a certain residue 



aQs. 0 (mod (a,m)). 

class iaod^~“mj are solutions of the congruence, 

Proof. If (2.1) is solvable, we have 

according to Theorem 2.9 

ax+aySi) (mod (n,m)}, 

now ax SO (mod (a,m)} 

and hence 

This proves the first part of the theorem. If then 

aQ= 0 (mod (a,m)} the congruence 

(2.2) (ei7m)x ^(a^m)^ 0 ^M°^(a7m) ^ 

has according to Theorem 2.19 exactly one solution. 

For all elements of this residue class mod,~~ , the 
v cl piE/ 

congruence (2.1) is satisfied, by Theorem 2.10. 

This residue class mod^^-^j consists by Theorem 2.16 

of exactly (a,m) residue classes mod m. According to 

Definition 2.2 the number of solutions of the 

congruence is therefore at least equal to (a»m). 

That there are no other solutions, follows from 

the fact that not only does (2.2) imply (2.1), but 

also conversely. 

Theorem 2.21. (Fermat) If (a,m)*l, then 
£ZZZ SSS2ZSSS2SSSS nmmmmrn * w HM 

^(m) s j, (mod m) . 

Proof .Let a1,a2» •.. a<^m} a reduced 

residue system mod m. .according to Theorem 2.17 the 

aacp(m) set aa^jaa^, « « » also forms a reduced residue 
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system mod an .Every element of one set is then congruent 

to one element of the other set and from Theorem 2.5 

it then follows that 

0imj _cdmj 
TTi ait=131 aaK ‘raod m

> • 

This can he written as 

1‘ a, k (mod m). 

<Plm) 
How { IT a,.,m)-l,hence Theorem 2.7 can he applied to 

k«l * 

yield the announced result. 

Theorem 2.22. If p f a, then 
«SSX3SCSe3SS£3 ■mmtmm * * * mmmmmmmm 

<^>(p)»P ~1 

aP~^5 1 (mod pi). 

Proof, p r & implies (a,p)=l. By theorem 2.11 

, hence this theorem follows from the preceding one. 

Definition 2.7. let (a,m)«l. The number a 
&>3&S3SS*S3S53SSSSg •“»*" * 

is said to belong to the exponent f mod m, if among the 

I P f 
showers a ,a , ... a is the first power, such th&t 

a^= 1 (mod m). 

It follows from Fermat*s Theorem, that an f 

always exists. 

Theorem 2.23. If a belongs to the exponent f 

mod m, then for bj£ 0, b^ 0 

a^= a**2 (mod m) 

if and only if 
b^s b2 (mod 

Further for b£G 

(mod m) 



i£. aa& only if f / b. Hence by Fermat * s Theorem f /cf{m) • 

Proof. Let bn > b,, then as (a,m)»l Theorem 2.? SKSSSCSCSSK 

leads to 

a
fe2“^l= i (mod m). 

How let b2-b1 * qf+ r, 0^r<f. Then 

\= a°^RTs ar (mod m). 

Hence from the definition of f it follows that r«Q and 

f / b2«b^. On the other hand if b2“b^=qf we hay© 

a°d~. &k]+qf _ (mod in). 

The second part of the theorem is obtained by setting 

b»b1 and 0»b2• 

Theorem 2.24. Let p ^ c& and let 

f (x) » CQ+c^x-t ... fcQx
n, 

then the congruence 

f(x) = G (modp) 

has at most n solutions. 

Proof. ’The theorem is true for n»0. Assume 
SS-SSSSSSSS 

it is true for all f(x) of degree n-1. We then show, 

by contradiction, that it is also true for all f(x) of 

degree a. assume there is an f(x) of degree a such that 

for n+1 numbers x^x^, ... xn+1 the congruence is 

satisfied. Than 

f(x) - f(x-j^) * (x - x1)g(x), 

where g(x) = b + 
V 

* • ."to x a 
n-1 . How for x2 to x 



f(Xjj) - f^} ~ 0 - o {mod p) 

but {x^-x^)^0 (mod p), otherwise they would not be 

different solutions, in the sense in which we use the 

word, hence 
g{x) = 0 {mod p) 

for n different values, this however contradicts our 

assumption. { The argument, that if a product is 

congruent to 0, then one of the factors is congruent 

to a, holds of course only for congruences mod p, 

where p is a prime*) 

Theorem 2.25. Let q be a prime number, 
CKSKSiSiSSSSSiiSS ' ■—»—«,» * ***- >w>wr.—ww# 

let h > 0 be such that q.1 / p-1. Then there exists 

an a that belongs to mod p. 

Proof.According to the preceding theorem 

the congruence 

x <4' s i (mod p) 

has at most < p-2 solutions. Hence there exists 

at least one c such that (c. =£o ('YAW ^>)) 

5 p-i 
e *' ^l {mod p). 

Let 
a « c * 

then 
f1 = 1 {mod p). 

Let a belong to f, then by Theorem 2.25 f / q. If 

f f q11 then f / q^"1. This however would lead to 



is 

s. c 4 HI (mod p)t 

this is impossible, a therefore is the desired number, 

because it belongs to q, . 

Theorem 2.26, There exists a g that belongs 

to p-1 mod p. 

Proof.If p«2 we can set g»l. If p>2 we have 
3SSSSS&33.S3 * 

3L 
P-1 - nil £§• ( P* * pj) 

For r=l Theorem 2.25 gives the desired number. If r> 1 

we choose according to Theorem 2.25 for ©very n»l,2,.. r 

an an which belongs to pn
bn. ,,e then set 

r 
s ss II, a , 

n»l n3 

and call the exponent to which g belongs f. recording 

to Theorem 2.23 f / p-1. If f £ p-1, then f / 
P1 

( that is f / and we set m«l). How Pn^
D / 

‘ja pl 

for n«2,3» o * r and hence 

0 —1 *”• -if— p—1 / > 
Iff gW~ = &1 Pi Jl2 un~VT = ax Pi. (-wW p) 

Hence as a, belongs to p^l, we have by Theorem 2.23 

M hx / p 
V1 / Pq • This.is a contradiction and hence f=p-l, 

and g belongs to p-1. 

Definition 2 .8. Every number g that belongs 

to p-1 mod p is called a primitive root modulo p. 



The previous theorem insures the existence of 

at least one primitive root for every p. 

Theorem 2.2?, If p> 2, h > 0, there exists a number 

g that belongs to <p(p^) mod ph. 

groof. The case h«l is taken care of by the pre¬ 

ceding theorem. (cp(p)»p~l). Let h >1 and let g be a 

primitive root mod p. One can choose g in such a way 

that 

(2.5) g^1^! (mod p2). 

This follows from the following consideration; if 

g is a primitive root mod p so is g-V p. iaid if 

g5”1^ 1 (mod p^} 

then , „ . „ - „ , 
(g+p)p* = rtip-Dg5 15 1-V-(p-l)gp“e'p (mod 

and as pf p-1, p r g, it follows that 

(g + p)p~1# 1 (mod p2). 

We no¥/ show, that the number g given by (2,3) is the 

desired number. 

We first show, that for all h>l 

(2.4) gPh “(p “1}# 1-t l^p^1 ; p f kh. 

For h»2 Fermat’s Theorem gives 

gp~X « It k,p» 
c* 

and relation (2.3) insures that p f k2» Sow assume 



That (2.4) is true for h, for h+1 we tnen have 

gP^lp-D. (1+^-1)? 

- 1+ *,/+ VW P2111'1^ ^(h'1' 
Vi 

Of the three last terms all exeepCt k^pa are divisible 

by pa , if we write these terms now as one term k^^p , 

then p^ttunf V Hence relation (2.4) is true 

for h+l,if it is true for h. By complete induction it 

then is true for all h 2. 

Sow let f be the exp onent to which g belongs 

mod p*1. From Theorem 2.23 it then follows that f / p^^p-l). 

Further - - 
gr5 1 (mod pn), 

Hence by Theorem 2.9 

gf = 1 (mod p), 

and hence as g belongs to p - 1 mod p we have, again 

from Theorem 2.23; p-1 / f. This implies either 

f = p*l~^(p-i) or f / p*1-^ (p-1). In the second case 

we would obtain 

gp (p-l)£ 2. (mod p*1)'. 

This however contradicts relation (2.4). Therefore 

f n pil”"3’(p-l) (ph) and g belongs to cp(ph) mod p*1. 

Theorem 2.28. Let p > 2, h> 0 and let g 

belong tocp(ph) mod p*1, then the set .ft« ... ^ 
Vi 

is a reduced residue system mod p . 



Proof.According to Definition 2.6 it is sufficient 

to show, that no two different powers of g are congruent 

mod p . This follows from the preceding theorem. 

Theorem 2.29. If m2 2, then 5 belongs to 2m~^ 

mod 2m. 

Proof . For m»2 the theorem is trivial. For m>2 
SSSSSCSSSSSi. 

we first prove by induction that 
oia-3 _ i 

(2.5) T « 1+ hm2
m*x ; 2 /fcm. 

This is true for m»3 (5=1 14). Dow assume (2.5) is true 

for* m, then it is true for m 1, this is seen as f&a 

follows 

5^” ~ - U+h^®"1)2 

“ 1+ wm ! 2 <■ V+l- 
From (2.5) follows 

0m-3 _ 
T s 1 (mod 2m) 

5 = 1 (mod 2m). 

Let f be the exponent to which 5 belongs mod 2m. From the 

two preceding congruences follows f f 2m“^, f f 2ia“2, 

hence f » 2m“2. 
i p 2m*’2 

Theorem 2.30 • The set 5 »5 , • •• 5 takes 

on mod 2m all values asl (mod 4). 

l 2 pm*-2 
Proof. All numbers 5 J5 » ... ? are incongruent 

mod 2m. This follows from the preceding theorem. Ail these 



2ia~^numbers are congruent 1 mod 4 ( 5®1 (mod 4) hence 

5l)se i (mod 4)). Now there are exactly 2m~^ residue 

classes mod 2m that are = 1 (mod 4) (Theorem 2.16). 

That proves the theorem. 

It is vmTth noting, that there is no number 

a, that belongs to t&Sii. =* <^(2m) mod 2ra, for 

m >2. This is evident for all a*l (mod 4) from 

the preceding theorem, for a=-l (mod 4), we have 

a2sl (mods) 

hence ~ A 
sT= 5a (mod 8), 

the exponent d here is even, as 5k is congruent 1 mod 8 

only for even k. The result then follows easily. 

Theorem 2.31. The number of solutions of the 

congruence 

(2.6) xk= 1 (mod p) 

is (k,p-l). 

||oof. Let g be a primitive root mod p and 

let d»(k,p~l), then if n»l,2, ... d the numbers 

sn(^> 

are roots ( different because of Theorem 2.28) of the 

congruence (2.6). We have 

$mod p). 

There are therefore at least d roots. 



How lot a»g** be a root of (2.6) and let a belong to 

f. From Theorem 2.22 we then have f / k and f / p-1, 

hence f / d. Farther we evidently have bf»p~l and from 

f / d we deduce f « where li?m£d. hence 

b * 

and a therefore is one of the roots already found. Hence 

there are exactly d roots. 

Definition 2.9. If a residue class mod m 
t3S3£S«S.S»BrS£S3KSai rnrnmm mm     

has the P ropertv that all its members satisfy the 

congruence 

x s v^ (mod m) 

for some v, the class is called a k th power residue class 

mod m. 

and 

It is clear that if 

a s/ (mod m) 

a ub (mod m), 

then k 
bsr (mod m). 

That is either all or no element, of a class are k th power 

residues, and the same v can be used for all elements 

of one class. 

Section 2* 

THE THEOREM OF LAGR&HGE sssisssm xasttatmmmt* n&m msstssss&m&tmssti 

We are now in a position to prove the 

first result, that was obtained in connection with 

Warings Problem, this is the determination of g(2). 



AH 

Theorem 3.1 (Euler's Identity) 
C£SSS3£3S*£3£3 frMirTmrrniiiiii 'i iir»nni»i«iwi- m.MUMn m> nminikin i m 

(3.1) (xj2-* x3
2-t x4

2)(y1
2-t- y2

24- 7^+7*) 

“ (Xiy^ x2y2-v- x3y5-t X4y4)2 

-V- (*iy2* *3^4 ** x4^3)2 

•+ (X3yx + x4y2 - x2y4)^ 

-t (xxy4- x4y1 + x2y3- x3y2)2* 

Proof.The identity is easily verified by 

computation. 

Theorem 3«2. for every p >2 there exists 

an m such that l<m <p, and 
P 2 2 ? 

mp = -fx3 +x4' 

is solvable. 

Proof. The numbers x2, 0 

are inoongruent mod p. for 
O O 

x^‘~s x^ (mod p) 

implies p / (x-^ - x2) (x^ -Y x2) and henoe 

x^~ + x2 (mod p). 

The same is true for the numbers -1-y2, ^ 

Hence there exists a pair x»y such that 

x2s »l«y2 (mod p) (xKf^ |y|<^. 
. p p 
(There are p+1 numbers x 9-l«*y 9 but only p different 

residue classes mod p). 

'Me thus have 
p s> v> p 

x +y*Vl“+0 * mp 
2 2# x 

0<mp<f+| + l <&- + !< p*. 



Theorem 3*3. Sor every p 
2 2 2 2 

P - xi+x2^V 4 

is solvaMe. 

Proof. For p<=2 we have 

2 « l2+l24 02+02. pcn.UCoi 
~y— 

Mow let p> 2. Let m ~ m(p) be the smallest number such 

that 

(3*2) mp « x^-\rx2^x^ -fx^ 

is solvable, according to the preceding theorem m<p. 

h'e want to show, that m«l. fie first prove that m is odd. 

Assume i is even, then one can easily see that 

x-j+ x2+ x^-t x^s D (mod 2}, 

and if the x* are suitably numbered 

Xj+ X25 0 (mod 2), 

x^+ x^= 0 (mod 2). 

It is then easily verified that 

§s - (^92 

where the four squares on the right are integers. This 

is a contradiction, as m was supposed to be the smallest 

integer having the given property. 

le now assume m>l, m odd, hence m^.3» We 

choose yj, &«1,2,3S4- in such a way that 

y^.5 x* (mod m) |yk\<§. 

TMs is possible as the numbers between -Afi and 

TT • deluding the endpoints, form a complete residue 

system mod m. 
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Thus we obtain 

Iri
2
52Ik

2
5«p,0 («* m), 

k ^ k K 

  2 

(3.3) ^ Irf » ran<"4 § ® ra2. 
k K 

Here m> n)> 0, otherwise yk«0 for all it and hence ra /x^ 

2 
for every k and hence m / rap, m/ p, which is impossible 

as l<m<p. (This is the only place where m^l coraes in.) 

How we multiply (3*2) and (3.3)9 and apply 

(3.1) to the pcroduct, this gives 

(3.4) m*np » right side of (3»D* 

every brackett on the right hand side of (3*4) is divisible 

by m. For the first we have 

X xkyk H X x 2 so (mod m) 
k k 

and for the remaining ones we note that 

- x^ygsx^ - 0 (mod ra). 

Dividing (3.4) by ra2 we get 

2 2, 2 2 np « Z^Zg -t'ZybZ^ 

where Q<n<», contradicting the minimal property of m. 

Hence ra « 1 and the theorem is proved. 

Theorem 3»4. g(2) =» 4. 
snssisscasscass w 

Proof.The theorem is obvious for n«0,l. For 

n 2, we note that if the theorem is correct for n^s 

and n2» then by Theorem 3»1 it also is correct for 

n^n2. From Theorem 3*3 it follows that the theorem is 

correct for all p. Every n ° ... pr, the theorem 

thus follows 



Section 4 

Ag OUTLINE OF gXLB|RJS PROOF . 

In 1909 Hilbert proved, that g(k) is finite 

for ©very k. 

Starting from an integral, he was able to 

derive the following formula, an identity in y^. 

p 5 if 
(4.1) S(yx +■ ••• + jdas;i/l+ + dm,4 

where IS»H$k)>Q, ai«M(k} >0 and d .« d 4{k) are all m,«j m,j 
integers. Using Lagrange * s theorem the flnitness of 

g(k) for k=*2m can then be proved by induction. It 

is true for m=l, now assume it has been shown that 

every number n is decorapHosable into the sum of 

f(2m) 2m th powers. For any multiple of B(2m) we 

then have 
f pm 

BU « . 

t ^=*1 ^ 
By Lagrange s Theorem 

*4 * yl,J2+ + 

and hence by formula (4.1) 

f M 0s+l 
nS » S' 2 . . ^ pi sS 

that is nil is the sum of M 2a+^ st powers. Any 

number n * Hq-v r, r<K, and hence is expressible 

as the sum of Ef+H-1 2m 1 st powers. 



*8 

As a concrete illustration of this method we prove: 

Theorem 4.1. g(4) <£53. 

Proof. It can be verified, that for k»2 
sa&tsssset * 

the identity (4.1) has the form 

r2 2 2 2x 2 
6^lH'y2+y3 + y4 } 

- ^yi+y2)
4-v-(y1“y2)

4+(y1*vy3)
4+(y1*'y5)\(y1+-2r4)\ (yi~y4)

4 

+■ (y2
+y3)4+ <y2-y5)

4+1y2 y4
)4+^y2"y4J^"{y3 ^V4,4^"^4* 

How every m^O can be decomposed into the sum of 4 squares, 

thus for every m 

g-m2 v. 4, 1 >, 4 om 33 11^ Hr ... *V* • 

Again, every v can be expressed as the sum of 4 squares 

2 2 
v H* • • • *t , 

and hence 

6v s 6m*^ 4 ... 4 6m^ 33 11^ Hr ... H- . 

Finally ©very n «* 6v+r, where 0^ r £ 5. r is the sum 
,4 4 

of 5 4th powers (1 ,0 ), and the theorem follows. 

for the general case Hilbert developed 

from (4.1) another formula 

(4.2) 4 - ^ | %.^hk+Zhk)- 
h«l 

This relation holds for all 

(4.3) (X l)^}^u<K(A|x+l)k)4xj£. 

The numbers E =* R(k), S « S(k), K * £(k), a^(k) 

are integers (R?S,K are positive). 



He no® note 9 that from some number xQ on th© 

intervals 3 , defined by (4.3), overlap, hence for 

all u^u0, the number Hu is expressible as the sum 

of 2R(k) k th powers, it then follows, that every 

number n^O is expressible as the sum of 

Maxi 2R(k) +-S(k)-1, S(k)u0(k)-1) 

k th powers. 

We give this outline of Hilbert’s p3?oof, 

leaving out all the real difficulties that appear 

in establishing the relations (4.1) and (4.2), only 

to contrast it with the, as will subsequently become 

clear, completely different approach of Hardy and 

Hittlewood and of finogradow. 

Section 

CHARACTERS. 
» ss JSS sss sass ss sasa 33 

This and the next five sections serve to 

lay the ground work for the proof of Vinogradov?* s 

Theorem. 

Definition 5*1* ± function with integral arguments 

and complex values is called ja character, denoted by yi^)$ 

mod k, if it satisfies the following four conditions: 

i)(a,k)> 1; 

iiD^U^) “ X (al)X^a2) ’ 

iv) p('(a1)e^((a2), if a1S&2 (mod'k). 



5-1. For every character ^ 1) =0L. 

Proof. According to iii) p( (1} *» ^(1* 1) ** p({ 1)^(1), 

and from ii) it follows that^(1)^0, hence ^(1)»1. 

Theorem 5*2. IT (a,k)=»I, then (p^ (a) 1, 

p^(a) is a c^(k) th unit root and ^(a) <= 1. 

Proof. Fermat’s Theorem gives 
ssasssss w 

1 (mod k). 

Prom iii) it fallows that 

=xla£flk))> 

Condition iv) combined with Theorem 5.1 then yields 

^(a^) * XU) “ 1. 

This p^roves the theorem. 

Theorem 5.3. For every k there exists only 

a finite number of different characters mod k; there 

exists however at least one. 

(Two functionsp(^(a) and^(a) are called 

different, if there exists at least one a for which 

%.(*> *X2‘
a'-> 

Proof. According to i) and Theorem 5.2 

there exist only a finite number of values ofX(a) 

for every a. From iv) it follows that^(a) is completely 

determined, if its values for 1<T a< k are given. This 

proves, that there is only a finite number of different 

functions^(a). The function 



(5.1) Xo^a} “ 

0 for (a,k) > 1 

1 for (a,k)«=>l, 

is a character, it satisfies all the conditions of 

Definition 5*1. This completes the proof of the theorem. 

Definition 5.2. The characterise a) is called 

the main character. 

Theorem 5*4. If Y(a1f is a character, so 
SSSSS^SSSSfcSSSK mmammm i\^ 9 rn+rnma «*» WMMMMWMMMWI *’’“*■***** 

i§. Xla>* 

Proof. The four conditions i) to iv) are 
3S3SCSC3S3 

evidently fullfilled for^(a), if they are fulfilled 

for^(a). 

Sbgg£§§ 5»5« If a runs over a complete 

residue system mod k, then 

^ (<(&)&£ XQ 

a 0 otherwise. 

Proof. The function a) is equal to 

zero for all a except the cp(k) numbers a, with {a,k)»l. 

In those cases^0(a)»l, Hence 

!Z;X0(a) =* cp(fc)• 

If there existx any other characters jthen there must 

exist, for each of these characters, a number b, with 

(b,k)»l, such that i (b)£L. Acdording to Theorem 2.14 

the numbers ba then run over a complete residue system 

mod k, if the numbers a does. Hence from condition iv) 

it follows that 



2 ^(Sa) « 2 Y(ba) 

Condition ill) than gives 

2X?ba* “ Z%(to)^(a) a p£(b)X^U) 21 & 21 

This leads to 

(%(h) - 1} f - 0. 

And as ^(b)-1^0 by definition, it follows that^«*0. 

Section 6, 

Mt£I SERIES. 
S3SSJ&X2ZS. SSSSSftSSSSSSK 

ile present here another device, that proved 

helpful in the solution of Baring’s Problem. Hardy 

and Littlewood were the first to use it in that connection. 

Definition 6.1. Let*>Q be fixed, the series 
sacssttsasatsssssstsxsEi xx wnimmvw wi 

formed by all the fractions 
m mm MI immmmtmmumfm mmMm mmmvmmm mmmmmmm 

(a,b)«l , 0ga<b<n, b> 0, 

is called the ffarey Series Belonging to a, if the fractions 

are ordered according to size. 

Theorem 6.1. Let be two consecutive members 
saasassfisssss —T— Q p —— >»»H-M—IUMIMWWW—.r.—.—. 

of the ffarey Series belonging to n, then 

b + b’i nl 1 

and 
ba’ - ab* * 1. 

Proof. We first show that there exists a number 

pair x,y, with n-b < y £ II, such that 



(6*X) b% * ay 

according to Theorem 2.19 the congruence 

(6.2) ayi- lsO (mod b) 

has one solution y, as (a,b)«l. With y any number con¬ 

gruent y mod b is also a solution of this congruence. 

The numbers n-b*l, ... n form a complete residue 

system mod b, there therefore exists a number y 

n-b < y <n,satisfying the congruence (6.2). The 

congruence can be written as an equation 

ay-f-1 « bx, 

this gives the desired x. The pair x,y is easily seen 

to have the folio vsing properties: y> 0, (x,y)=l, 

0< x< y. The last relation follows from (6.1) if 

it is noted that a< b, this is true, as |* is not the 

last element of the Farey Series. Using (6.1) we then 

have 

(63) 1> a t, JL v a 
b T by^ b. 

It is now sufficient to show that ~ « I-*, for then 

x»a*, y»b*, ba?-ab*»l and b+b*> btn-b«n. 
«tr ^ 

Assume ~ p- *£•,. How - is a member of the Farey 

Series belonging to n, as (x,y)=*l, 0<x^y<n. Further 

is the right neighbor of hence ||f < ~ 

This gives 

x a* 
y ” F* 

and therefore 

9 



3 4- 

xb* - a*y>Q, 
the left hand side is an integer,hence 

xb* - a'y 

Me then have 

x «* a’ > 1 
y P- yb*. 

For similar reasons 

a a 1 
P - PW. 

Adding these two expressions we get 

x a s 1 .1 b+y 
J - btyb’+bb'“ ybb 

This contradicts (6.3),hence 

x a* ~ «c». 
y b 

V h v 
* > 9bb - 

1 
by* 

and the theorem is proved. 

Definition 6.2. Let a^ a* he two consecutive 

members of the ffarey Bevies belonging to n, the expression 

a *■ a* 
b4 b* 

is then called the mediant of the two members. 

Theorem 6.2. The mediant r-r-lrt lies between 
SSEtaSi^SS JSSSS: mmmmmmm ■wwwmwwQ “V |J ****»■««■*»<■•   >•   '"l[" ri ■" 

■“ and , its distance from ^ and <j|» is an^ 

br{F4bT) yQsPbotively. 

Proof. Lot » then it follows from the 

previous theorem that 
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a' a4 a* haV-ab* 1 v 
b’~ b+ b* b* (b-*br) “ b* (b +b’ )>0* 

and similarly 

a+a’ a 1 y,, 
b+ bf " b * b(b4bf) 

It follows from this theorem, that the mediants are 

not members of the Farey Series. 

Theorem 6.3. Every real number 1 

can be written as 

where , 
(a,b)»l, 0<b^a, b,h^blttWT) * 

Proof. The line segment 1 is divided 

by the mediants of the Farey Series belonging to n 
each 

into certain abutting intervals X(^), Him intervals 

can be characterized by that member of the Farey 

Series that lies in it. Let !{■§}» then it follows 

from the preceding theorem that 

hi “If -§| = Ha*li,(bV) > bTB''V'f7)’ 
ri 9 9 £* 9 

where ^ <^, are consecutive members of the Farey Series 

belonging to n. It follows from Theorem 6.1 that 

b+bf*^ n+l , bi-b*^ n+l. 

H0noeii^brfcr) • 

Section 7. 

Lism A (HARDY AI© LITTLEWQUD) 
* SSSSSSSSJSS £»£scsrsc»sassaseisfi3 

From this section on we shall denote by k a fixed 

integer k£ 3 » we further agree to write s=4k. We now 

introduce the following functions of k and p. 



t « t{k,p) is to be the number, that satisfies 

the two conditions p^ / k, k. 

The other expressions are defined as follows: 

/•t+4^for p=2, 
b =»-< 

Li 

W a O 

•t+l faj* p>2, 

b 

k(f pfc * hence p / kQ. 

Definition ?.l. Let p be a primitive unit root 
^ .a3 

of order q (i.e. J) » e' q , where (a,q)=l). le then 

define a Jk 
Sp = S (k) « . 
r map 

fc k # 
AS m, = au, imod q), if m.sm, {mod q), and as 

m ~a if m= n {mod q), we have 

sp = 2 J m P 9 

where m runs over an arbitrary complete residue system 

mod q. 

Definition 7.2. «e now define 
3S2S* ***** ********** *********.*«****** 

\ “ ^a(h9n) «5T(^) ^>“n8 

where runs over all Cp(g) primitive unit roots of order q, 

Theorem ?.l. For q> 1 

q-1 

21 e2"*f =0. 
n-0 

Proof. Birk hoff * s principle of sufficient reason 

could be used. It also can be proved as follows. 



2nl— 
> e a[ a 
n»Q n=Q 

0_. n+1 
q e21'1! M: e2l,l9 • 

n=0 

Hence i 2=3- n ! *»► ^ "'*—2 ** 
■q = o. 

c2iS Therefore, we must have 2.® 2 « 0. 

U - e2n%) g-Q 

Theorem 7.2. A- »1 • 
SSSSCSSSSKSKSS * X 

S ® 
ll£Q9f • S-j=l. Hence A^ « (^') 1 » 1. ssssssssss 

Theorem 7.3. A„ is real, 
sasKsasassssss: Q ■——» 

Proof. If P runs over all primitive q. th unit 
ssassasass *. *> 

roots, so doesFurther^ «* S^> => » S^and 

q., this gives 

«a 53 

9 ' q. ' 'y ’q' “ V 

How A « A if and only if A is real. 
M. H H 

•Theorem 7*4. If k=4, p>2 or if kM* P>2 

then k> 2t+ 1. 

Proof.We consider four cases. 

1) t=Q, then k2 3> l*2t+ 1. 

2) t^l, p>2, then k2 3t2 2t+1. 

3) l^?t<2, p=2, then k2 6>2t+l. We have k^ 6, because 

of k « 2m, k^ 3, k ^ 4. 

4) For t> 2, p « 2, we have k2 2^> 2t+1. 

Oases 1) and 2) take care of p >2, and cases 1),3) and 4) 

of p*2, k^4. 

Theorem 7.5. k 2b. 
SSSSSSSSSCSSSEX ' — 

Proof. We again consider four cases. 
ssssssssss w 

1) p>2, then it follows from Theorem 7*4 that 

k£2t + l2t-tl = „b. 



3S 

2} p=2, k^>4s t> 0, then Theorem 7.4 gives k2 2t+l£t-f- 2 « b. 

3) p=>2, k^4, t*0, then k^3>2 = b. 

4) p«2, k=4, then t»2, that is k«t+2«b. 

Theorem 7*6. For h> 1, 
jSSSSBSSjSMSSS .«««»*»-» 

(x +■ yp*1**1 )^= x^-f (mod p*1). 

Proof. The binomial expansion of the left hand 
358%SS2SS3 ' ■ 

side gives the first two terms on the right. All other 
u 

terms of the expansion are congruent 0 mod p , as they 

contain the factor p2^**1^. ( 2h~2 ^ h for h >1). 

1!|®9I’©© ?•?• For h>k, 

(x+ yp^”1*")^ x^-H (mod p*1). 

Proof.ie first note that 
5SSSS3S23& 

h-l-t^ k-t £ b-t >0. 

The first two terms of the binomial expansion of the 

left hand side are to be found on the right‘hand side, 

because we have 

yp - yp \kQ = 

It remains to show that for 2^r^k 

(k)pr(h-l-t) . 0 (moa ph,. 

For k » 4,p«2 we have t«2, h^5 and It is easily seen 

that the terms 6'22^h~5V, 4.23(b-3)> 24(h**3) are 

divisible by p 2*1. For the remaining eases we can use 

Theorem 7*4* which leads to 

r(h-l-t)^ 2(h-l-t)£ 2(h-l-^) - h+- (b-l-k)£ h. 



Theorem 7.8. If either t*0, h> 1 Q£ t_> 0, h>k, 
u 

and if j) is a -primitive p th unit root, then 

k 
2T oz = o 
Z~Q 3 

pf Z 

Proof. In both cases we have h>t + l, we therefore 

Cf 'IV ■ t 
A=O 

V 

p^2. P+X J 
as any z, p /• z, 0 :£z s£p _r\can be expressed uniquely 

as 

„ „ i h-l**t 
2 * x-t-yp > 

where 0<>x^'p*1”1”''*'-!, p /> x, and Q<£y ^p*1 ^-l. 

low we apply Theorem 7»6 in case t«G, h)>% ( note, for 

7 ii t « 0 k ® kQ) and Theorem 7»7 in the other case, hence 

P. A-M /r>*v,)'» 
X.s-0 *> 'Nl^O J 

p'f'x 0 i - r ^ k-1 h-1 
low p f te.Qj p f x hence p f k^x12” aa^ ^ 

is a primitive p th unit root. *>s y runs from 0 to 
4-4-1 -fc 

p -1 it runs over p complete residue systems 

mod p. Hence we have 

px' p/o^-'p^p = p^r 
3 0 ^ 



According to Theorem 7»1 the sum on the right hand side 

is equal to zero for all x , p /- x, and hence the theorem 

f 0110*98. 

fh®9?§® 7*9* Let h> k and let he a primitive 

p th unit root, then 

Sj, - Pk”lsfp
k* 

, Proof. We have 

c =£r?= *£?' 
6TO 0 2=0 * 

P*-\ 

- %.?■ z.- 
plz p^2. 

According to Theorem 7»8 th© second sum of the last 

expression is equal to zero, hence m 

r P5ri ,-te _ FfcM /p/n)* 
So = Z P* = JT Z.= 0 ^ 3 

a have 

k pl^ 
Howis a primitive ptt“iS' th unit root, and as u runs 

from 0 to pk“^-l, covers p^“^ complete residue systems 

A 

li—k 
mod p s hence 

A>=:0 

Theorem 7*10. Let p f ks 2gh <*k, and 

let ote a primitive pw th unit root, then 

S p *» p h-1 

Proof. The first case of Theorem 7*8 
^asssssz 

{t»0, h> 1) applies here, hence we have 

„A , . D
A
-1 „ 



Her©j> = 1 as p / z, k^h and hence pr / z . It is 

then sufficient to remark, that there are exactly 
1 Vi 

p ~ numbers z satisfying 0 ^ z < p -1, p / z. 

Theorem 7»11« lot 'Y[e$ be ax character mod p 
525 S3 SSSSiSS£w£!ft *x*r.w OHMII mum■■ meam ma»mem*mmma0^Maamaaamtmma$t 

but not a main character ( we do not know as yet whether 

such a character exists, but shall construct one later*) 

Letjj be a primitive p th unit root, then 

I " ¥ 
I . J — 

Proof. We have lar’« a* a, hence 
sssssastes 1 l 9 

£z± _ f§LX Cu.)/ |2 = g^/ ^ 
For l^a<p-l , (a,p)«l, then as d goes through a reduced 

residua system *od p. so does sd. Nov,/-/ if f =g {mod ,). 

further ^ (a) is a character if ^(a) is one, and for 

characters we have ^(a) « ^/(b) if agb (mod p). From 

all this it follows that the second sum in our expression 

remains unchanged, if the summation is over any arbitrary 

reduced residue system modulo p. le can therefore write: 

i) Pd Pz.\ _ . 

>-\ 

i|x^/r= %p<^s *X jp" 



We here made use of the faet that^(a*d) sa^’(a}‘^'(d)» 

We now recall8 that |^(a)| »1, hence our expression 

becomes Pzi P-l . 

Z X 
cH A 

low as p((a) is not a main character,p((a) is not, 

so using theorem 5*5 we have 

Pi X^) = 5. iW)- xc°) = 0-0 
c>u\ CA-O 

We thus can write 
P^-v - , ,. B=-' cai-dj P-l _ , P^l Ji P-l >,x? -haiip'111 -z 
cA— \ ^ d—i C\,—oV= \ 

=* *>[! td) QCICI~OI) 

Then Theorem 7.1 leads to CA,SC)--> 

cv U-cA) 

■ c 
0 for d 1 

p for d «* 1. (X=Q 

lot? ^(1) o 1, hence we finally obtain 

iS,xl“>rr-I,x**i;rl"‘".px«)-(> 
Theorem 7«12. if ^(a) is the main character 

mod p and ifJDis a primitive p th unit root, then 

= 0-1, 

Pivoo£.v{&) * 1 for l^a-^p-1. Hence _ * ^ ~ 

z/wf “f 
Theorem 7»13« Let p >2, h> 0, g is, assumed 

to belong to the exponent cp(p*1) mod ph. Finally let 



p / a, so that there exists an x such that 

a = gx (mod p*1) , 0 <x ^(p*1). 

Then a = vx ( mod p*1) 

if and only if (k, cjjHp11)} / x. 

Proof. The existence of the numbers g 

and x is insured by Theorem 2.2? and Theorem 2.28 

respectively, fie first show that 

a= v^ (mod p*1) 

implies p £ v, that is v=- g^ (mod p*1). 

assume the contrary, that is v«pr, that implies 

Q k„k -h a - p r « bp 

from which it follows that p / a, this however 

contradicts our assumption, it remains to solve 

the congruence 

a = gx= () 1C= (mod ph) 

for y. Theorem 2.23 states that this congruence is & 

solvaMe if and only if y satisfies the congruence 

x = ky (mod^p*1)). 

According to Theorem 2.20 this congruence has solutions 

if and only if (k, cp(pil)) / x. 

.Theorem ?.14, Let p>2, 0<h ^ t-\rl, 

then the number of k th power residue classes mod p1 (p 

is saual . 

j^roof. According to th© preceding theorem 



The number a belongs to a k th power residue class, 

if and only if the number x is a multiple of 

(cp (p"),k) and satisfies the inequality 0<x < (pn), 

where, as before, x is defined by the congruence 
Vi 

a = g (mod p ). The number of possible k, and hence 

of k th power residue classes, is therefor© equal to 

^ (pA) __ (P-Q _ p- \ 
Ik.cpcp^) Cp^o) *“ ^o)p-0 

The last equality follows from the fact that p-1 f P» 

so that 

(p ^*k^ ,p~l) » (k0, p-1) • 

Theorem 7*15. let p>2 and let R be a 

primitive root mod p. The following (k,p-l) functions 

^m(a}, 0 ^m<(k,p-l) are different characters mod p; {0 for p / a, 

•afluw* _ x , , , 
e~t£pi)for a =g (mod p), 0 <p-l. 

£?§§£* The four conditions of Definition JjsiS.l 

are funfilled. This is evident for i) ,ii) ,iv). for 

condition iii) we not© that 

a^sgi*1, a^sg*2 (mod p) 

implies 

and if 

s gXl-VX^ 

ai aa = 8J 

*1*2 = s' 

... = «x3 

we must have 

(mod p), 

(mod p) 

x^rx^s~x^ (mod p~l), 



and hence by Theorem 2.9 

7k x^-h x2 = (mod (k,p-l)} 

and finally 

=/m
(aia2)- 

Hence the are characters, that they are different 

follows from the fact that for m £ n ym(g) ^ ^^(g). 

Evidently is the main character. 

Theorem 7.16. Let p >2, a>0. then 
SXSSS3S5S&CSSX * mmmmmmm JS * w mrnmtmmn.-- 

(k,p“l)~l ^-(k,p»l) for p f a, as 
*ErVm(a) « C7S. 
maQ/' — 0 otherwise. 

Proof. For the first case we evidently have 

-y (a) = 1 for all m. Ex This follows from Theorem ?.13» 

from the same theorem we deduce thatA(k,p-l) f x, where 

a = g (mod p). How let ((k,p-l) ,x) « d <(k,p-l), then 

m* Xm(is 0(lua^ & times the sum of all ^&*PJl3s)>i 

unit roots of that order, and hence equal to zero. 

SkQgJ’®® 7.1?. Let p 2. If h runs from 1 
k 

to p-1, then h runs mod p through all k jjh. power 

residue classes (£ 0 mod p^ mod p, there are (k,p-l) 

k 
numbers h in every class. 

Proof. That all classes a are represented 

is clear. From Theorem 2.31 it follows that there are 

(k,p-l) solutions of the congruence 

k 
x =1 (mod p). 



u 

There are therefore at least (k,p-l) solutions of the 

congruence 

v^ss a (mod p). 

How there are different classes a .» this 

can be seen from Theorem 7.14 , with h=l, if it 

is noted that (k,p-l) ** (k0,p~l). There are p-1 

numbers h , hence there are exactly (k,p-l) numbers 

h^ in every residue class of k th power (# 0 (mod p)}. 

Theorem 7*18. Let p> 2, and let jabe 

a primitive p th unit root. Then 

ISj>l < A'Jp 
Proof, we have 

'3j= l+,j|s^=1+ ^p-0?yr 

In the last sum r runs over all k th power residue 

classes (^3 (mod p)} mod p. The step is justified 

by the preceding theorem. Using Theorem 7.IS 

,P-O-l 

H-'SX'ST 
Vi i^e-o-ip., AiP'O-lo-t 

= i+ x 
/wy= £> d.- 

This last step is justified by 
p-\ ' Prl 
^Xo^) P^= 2. P<* = -1 

We now use Theorem 7*11 and obtain 

(APt 

(Theorem 7.12} 

\SS | ilf0"' |§! UV-0-1)N^ < AJp. 



ISikiS 7.19. Let let^ an^j?2 
be primitive unit roots of degree g^and q^ respectively* 

then 

Si>I?2 “ Sfl3f2B 

Proof* The rootj)^^ is a primitive q^q« th 

unit root. Me have 

f 
= -e 

3 
(alfll) = (82,43) - 1 

&KU sa- 
f. jh = 4 ei“'* 

and (a^q^a^q^, q^q2) * l. How by Theorem 2.15 the number 

zq^ yq-, runs over a complete residue system mod q^q^ 

if z and y run over complete residue systems mod q^ 

and mod cu respectively, stence „ 

1 - 
-*£'$2. " €=M 0 

Mow 

(zq-i-t yq2
)k- (2ai)k+ (yq2)

k (mod q^} 

hence e<t ^ . A 

■ | s^‘i> 
We mad© here use successively of the facts that 

jV1 - i.fa ^2 * 1, and that if y and z run through 

complete residue systems mod q^ and mod respectively, 

the same is true for yq2 and zq^ ( because (q ^,qp)11} 



Theorem 7.20. Let {u-j_»q.2)«l» then (a being fixed) 

*i*2 ~* r*2 
Ifote: This theorem will not be needed until the next 

section. 

Proof, from Theorem 2.16 it follows that, if 

runs through all primitive q^ th unit roots, and 

^>2 runs through all primitive qr. th unit roots, then 

j?ip2 
runs through all primitive snit roots. 

We further make use of the preceding theorem, this 

P. " a, -4. ;S 

-s_ - - 

siT®s „ -i,-c,S -s T ci R«|.tV % tbS> S* ^ 2 

- (Wx) 3-sisSisSa) ^5 
= (c

i'H0^5, <- 
ss‘-$S 

Definition 7o« Let pbe a primitive q th 

n 

2S S3 53 tst 2SS 23 ZS SSS £3 S3, 

unit root, then we set 

<r * Te = q 
^1 T* _ jS 

If in particular q«=p , we have 

T> = 
Theorem 7«21. If and if C)^ and 

are primitive q^ th and q2 th unit roots respectively, 

then -i— __ ~T— -r- 

" 1 S> TJ>i 
Proof. Using Theorem 7.19• we have 



Theorem 7.22. Let he a primitive q th unit 
V» 

root. Let p / q and let h(q,p) ^1 be such that p / q, 

h 1, 
r cl» Then with suitable choice of the primitive 

ph{q»p) th unit roots ), we have 

Ts = W(CI"°). 
Proof. Successive applications of the preceding 

theorem yield this result, fhe ^(pk^p)) can be so 

chosen as to yield the desired 

For let the ) be arbitrary roots, then 
-> -rr- . 

(Aq)=l 
where (a,q)*l. Let be the desired valued then 

by Theorem 2.19 there exists a d such that (c^,<^)= 1 (W. 

ads b (mod q). 

The d th powers of the originally chosen p(p^9.*P)) 

then combine to give the desired <p . 

Theorem 7*2J. If qep*1, h> k and if pis a 

primitive q th unit root, then 

"T? » V* 
Proof .Using Theorem 7-9 we have 

j .7*-* s, - f i~V-y) 
= A-k) 

Theorem 7»24. ffor q=pil, h>0 and every unit root 

of degree q, we have 

1 for p ^ kj 

k always. 



so 

Proof. Theorem ?.23 allows us to assume, 

•without loss of generality, that l^h;<k. That is 

to any given T^> we apply the theorem n times, where 

n is such that k£ h-nk£ 1. We now consider three 

cases: 

1) If p / k, we need only the following rough 
A 

approximation . , IR— , {Ss' = U? 
for then 
P>|« ptgpM 

^ If p /* k, 2<hi£k, Theorem ?.10 can be used, this 

gives 

h-1 

< 

A 

3, 

and hence 

rs = |Sj,l = p^-'h p^~'< i 
3) If p /> k, h=l, then Theorem 7.18 gives (p>2] 

ISjKfJp 
The same relation evidently holds for p*2, thus we 

have , , t sl} 

If p> k , either case 2) or 3) applies. 

Theorem ?.25. 
ssssass&ssts 

|T^|^e4(k). 

Proof. From Theorem 7«22 we have 
SSSSSSS3S2 



to this we apply Theorem 7.24, thus we obtain 

,Tj?l = jjL-k ^L1 - 
P<Y fiV 

Theorem 7.26 (Lemma A.) 
iasscsasssssssjs * wwi-winn. 

»s^i< VDV* 

Proof. This is an immediate oonseauence 
sssssas^s *■ 

of Theorem 7.25 and Definition 7«3« 

Section 8. 

Lima B (HABDY AHD LITTLBWOOD) 
ssssssrssss sssssssssss: «rja» ss csss cssasssssss SS S3 

Theorem 8.1. 
SSCSSSSSSKSCKSS 

af cj>o, 

AnlS°ao(te)-<i 

-3 

Proof. According to Theorem 7.26 we have 
£-'*£ Sf!S £s± jgg :T2: 

-3 
f C( C$*) C('3 

Theorem 8.2. 
SS«335SSS3»g3 

OP 
2 l An\ converges. 

■t-' * <£. .z 

Proof. 2. q. ^ converges, hence Theorem 8.1 

gives the desired result. 

-«•= /TcA,'rt)= 

From now until the end of the chapter we shall denote by 

the h th prime number. 



Theorem 8.3* 

J6U« : 
'W'V -=> o© 

then evidently 

- Rc, 
-v , 'YA 1 

<* i& pr 
Proof. Let us set 

= ^,Rci 

Oo 

-Yh 

How from Theorem 8.2 it follows that 0 as m-=?cs 

and therefor© 

VA-S’C'O 
V* 

Theorem 8.4. 
sss&ssssssxsssa 

'UP 
A£.“»>0> p>o21(lc) 

Proof, We first recall that according to Theorem 7.3 

A is real. We also showed (Theorem 7.2} that a, « 1, thus 
4. ■** 

we have ^ ^ 

The last step is justified by Theorem 8.1, then 

T R > T - _C»(A) v „ _ zc 
HV^, 

1 p^r >1 

for p 2c2t)(h) =» c^1(k)• 1 

Theorem 8.5* The congruence 
£»S£3533S35* S3 inn 111,11: 1 Tiinim--iiiiinrwf   1111 n;i« rT I rri 

4A-I 

Xb > 1- h 

xm^s n (mod w) 
VVVM 

is solvable for every n, 1^ n£ w-1. 

Hote: This is a nWaring Theorem" for congruences of a 

special type. 



S3 

Prgof• File consider two oases: 

1) p = 2, then l^n^w-1 * 2b-l - 2t+2-l - 4-2t-lg4lc-l 
4* 

(2 / k by definition). Hence we have 

n = irCfe*. 
-VA=.\ 4H=n-Vi 

2) p > 2, then w «* pb ® pt'+i. We divide the numbers n 

into classes, n^ and rig belong to the same 

class, if there exists an x such that 

rig (mod w) , p £ x. 

The equivalence relationship () thus defined 

is evidently reflexive and transitive, it also is 

symmetric. This we see as follows, let k =» p b, 

(w) « pw(p-l), then using Fermat’s Theorem we 

have 

nl5 x
b<f’(',)a1= P-1-1 

5 (xp~2)kn2 (mod w), p f xp“&. 

ie next note that (n,w) has the same value pu for 

all n in on© class, this can be seen as follows; 
4.X1 V Ji 

P / (x n-j-Hg) and p /« x, hence if p =(w,n2)»then 

/ n^, pa / (wjn^). How assume pd+i/ (w,n^), then 

the same argument turned around would give p^+"V (w,n2) 

which is a contradiction, hence (w,^) =» (w,n2) for 

all n2. 

Hext we try to find the number of different 

classes. Me first find the number of classes having a 

fixed (w,n) * p^. 



la every one of these classes le^t n^ be a fixed 

elements we obtain all elements of one class, if w© 

consider the different numbers s x n^ (mod pux), |> f #. 

This is the same (Theorem 2.10 ) as considering the 

different numbers £ x*S (mod JP r Xj p /* b. 

And this finally is equivalent to determining the 

number of k th power residue classes, prime to 
A» J3 I ■«! 

mod p . This number was found, Theorem 7.14, to 

be 
P-1  

(&0»p-l)° 

The number of all elements n, 1 n w-1, wit! (n,w)=pd, 

is evidently (p^ ** p^~d(p-l). 

for every d there therefore are p^“^{]£0,p-l) different 

classes, Be get th© number of all classes by summing 

over d 
4- f~n n

t+'-5- *s 
r - (k0,p -Uj^P* - Vr1 

t+1, , -r 

4pir^° *. |rr=li(:<4k» 

hence 
4N-1. 

Now let h(n), a ^w-1, be the smallest v for 

which the congruence 

7 x (mod w) 
'vH= \ m 

is solvable. Evidently h(n^) = h(a2), if n-j^t^. h(n) 

therefore m is a function of the class only, and has 



therefore at most 4k-l values. Mow 

n-fl » ni-lk, 

and hence 

M(ntl)^ h(n)+-l. 

Further h(l)=l» hence 

h(n)<4k~l for l^n^w-1. 

Z_ Theorem 8.6. The congruence 
l* CL cssssasssssccs «*—««»   >«■  

x„ ^ n (mod w) 
*n=i m 

has one solution, with x^«l. 

Proof. Without loss of generality we can set 

1<" n<r w. For n=l we have 

k ^ k 
nsl^ Z. 0& (mod w) • 

WKl 
For 2<n<w, we know from the preceding theorem that 

~ <iA k 
n-1 = ^ (mod w) 

M=2 
is solvable, hence 

m 

4 

is solvable. 
'Wt=J 

x, (mod w) m 

Definition 8.2. For z)> 0 we define as 

M(z) *=M(z,k,n) 

the number of solutions of the congruence 
4- k 
2_x„ s n (mod z). 
'VHsi m 

then 

Theorem 8.?. 
tss.SSS.SS-E2E SSL i-2 ESS * 

l(z). 

sz&sssszsstzzsst 

l**s X 4 Cjli 1 
Proof. Ifp runs over all z th unit roots, 
S3SSXSSZCZ V 9 

If- { 
Z -j^nT Cy.sO 2.)j 

o -xytfajv&oe 



In the second case let (a,z)»d, then the sum runs 

d times over all z th unit roots, and Theorem ?.l 
d 

gives the desired result, ie therefore can write 

^ ~5 Af C=0 =s 2~s 

*r*V' 

'n 

= 2. 
„ *4y 

low for everyjolet q, q / z, he the actual degree of 

pli.e.ois a primitive q th unit root), then 

* §: «,**,. s S: iftrv.? &t4=\5 
because for every l^[y ^q there are exactly ~ 

numbers x, 15^ x < z with 

x~y (mod q), 

and hence 

x^s y^ (mod q). 

We can therefore write . £L 

(P)f 
-"h 

The set of all the z th unit roots is composed of 

all primitive qt th unit roots, for all q / z. To 

prove this we first note that all z th unit roots 
axuii 

are primitive q th unit roots. How let j), = e °f 

be an arbitrary primitive q th unit root, then 

« e *• (z«qb) is contained in the set of all 

z th unit roots. It remains to show that aj>can 



not be both primitive q^ th and primitive q2 th unit 

root (q-jMg) * -assume z 53 b-^q^ « b2q2, 
ahd 

assume there existed primitive roots of order q^ 

and <i2» both equal to the same z th root, then 

there \?ould have to exist numbers a^ and a2, with 

(a1,q1)»l, (a2, 

a^b^H a2b.-, §Mod z). 

Multiplying this by q^ and then dividing by z, we obtain 

a, «* a2^2^1 -j- r « _i_ r, 
h2q2 q2 

q2)=l, satisfying the congruence 

this implies q , / q-^, which is impossible. 

The set of alltherefore decomposes in the described 

way, and we can write 

2jl sn^ g) a 2T A . 
cf 12. q 

then 

Theorem 8.8. If 2-, >0, z.3> 0 and (z, ,z^)=l, 
jatssttcssssssa X d — i d 

Rq R S R 
°1 

Proof. If (z^,z2)»l every q / z^z^ 

can be expressed uniquely in the form q = q^q2, 

where q1 / z^, q2 / z2* &ence evidently (q^,q2)*»l, 

Thus we have 
-X. Ra “■ Ft 
CK(2.,^2 ^ c1|l'2,» ‘fel2* 

an application of Theorem 7*20 then leads to 

3ET R <~\ ~ ^ RQ R. — S' Q T n 
=i 1=-!^ “ ^ 



Theorem 8.9. If m> 0, then 

51 F>H = "U XwRq 

Proof.This is an immediate consequence of the 
SSS3,33SSS« * 

pCreceding theorem, 

Theorem 8.10. £t as 1 (mod * there 

exists an x such that 

a (mod%) • 

Proof. Let g=*g(p) be equal to 5 for p-2, and for 

p>2 let g be equal to a number which belongs to 

the expConent<^>(pn) mod pn for every n>0. (The existence 

of such a number is insured by Theorem 2.2?.) If n>l, 

p°2, and if n> 0, p> 2^g\then belongs to the exponent 

c^> (pn~to+t:^) mod pn. That this is true for g=5, p«2, 

follows from Theorem 2.29 ( recall the definition of b). 

We now choose z £ 0 in such a way that 

a = gz(mod pm). 

That this is possible for p > 2 follows from Theorem 2.28, 

because we assumed a si (mod s?), that is certainly p f a. 

For p=2 it follows from Theorem 2.Ju, because we 

assumed asl (mod w), hence a fortiori a's.l (mod 4). 

as b we have 

a = gz (mod pb), 

and using our assumption 

gz5 1 (mod pb). 



This implies,(Theorem 2.23) 

Blow 

a = 0 (mod p (p-1)}. 

(k(p-l),pm‘*l34‘t(p-l)) - pt(p-l), 

Hence by Theorem 2.2U we can finds a v such that 

a s vk(p-l) (nrad p^^ip-l)) 

that is , 
25 vk(p-l) (mod pa"*x(p-l)). 

Using Theorem 2.23 again, we then have 

gz=g^p“1J (mod pm), 

and thus ^ 
a s (gv'p"1')ic (mod pm). 

Theorem 8.11. For m^b we have 

I4(p“)gp;‘m-bi(s-1) = 

g?oof. According to Theorem 2.16 every residue 

class mod p consists of exactly pm~° residue classes 

mod pm. According to Theorem 8.6, there then exist 

at least SyS%emB ... xg mod p m 

such that 

1+Ix =n (mod p ) , 1 x p 
Y=3. ^ * 

m 

We now choose x. such that 
X c 

x.*^ n -2.x_ic (mod pBl). 
1 y«2 r 

This is possible^ as 

f=l 

by the preceding theorem. 

n - X xr>K~ 1 (mod w), 



solutions Eenoe there are at least p (m~b)(s«l) 

of the congruence 
9 
2 x K= n (mod pm) * 
'Vz: 1 r 

and the theorem follows from Definition 8.2. 

Theorem 8.12. If m>fc, then 
asssass *■"•■** — 9 i 

l 
<,|p“4S 

Proof. Combining Theorem 8.11 with Theorem 8.? 
sssassss-ss 

and noting that if N, then a fortiori m£b» we have 

IA ‘ I,m<1‘8>ii(pffl)= nl~S “ ^TE7P)' 

^ k,p ) * 

•IIP 
Theorem 8.13. (Lemma B.) 
fig»»gssa«ss in» 

^ <lc*n)> o^ET- 

groof. According to Theorems 8.12, 8.9 and 8.4 

we have for all m with pn^ o21(k), m£k 

2 \ = T1 R 

p=p~cw 

pS 1 c,,d>)<p£p* 

^ pg CAI(A) ^ 

^ ’ *= CsCA) 

This theorem then follows from Theorem 8.3. 



Section 9« 

LEMMA C (VIHGGiUDOW) 

A lemma of a similar nature due to leyl, was used 

by Hardy and Lit tie wood, to manage tlie so called 

minor arcs. It was largely because of finogradow’s 

improvement on leyl*s result, that he v?as able 

to obtain so much better values for the bounds 

of G{k). 

Theorem 9*1» If q> 1, (a,q)«l„ ot real, 
£3 *3» 555 SS SSS memmtamBaammam 

h ~ ~|<^2,^real, then 

(Min{q.,^)=qt). 

1 
Jdin( < Qcilog q. 

Proof, We consider two casesi 
2SG3S3S3SS 

1) 1 <q<6, then 

^L&inU, x 

*=* 54551 ^<8tl los 

2} q£6. We choose m in such a way that (this is evidently 

possible) 

I Nf. iki 
I 0 q I - 2q* q I “ 2qs 

we then have for G £ x ^ q-1 

and 

l+±«> 



How "C/3}- has the period 1, and as (a,q)=l m-t-ax runs through 

a complete residue system mod q., sit we can write 

■Or** 3 = 
where y(x) runs in a certain order over all integers 

&£ 0,1, ... q~l. 

if 3^y(x)<^q~3s that is always with five exceptions, 

one can write 

Further 

$22 < 1- 9=^' 

and hence 

thus 

Therefore ( recalling the five exceptions) we have 

This leads to 

/VVWv 

< S cj 



Hl©Q?8m 9»2. If g> q> 1, (a,q)=l, real, 

I*- iSsa 

2 Bint q,rj£j)< 16g log q, 

where z runs over g consecutive integers. 

Proof. le divide the numbers z into groups 

of q consecutive numbers* thus we will have [^] groups 

and at most q-1 remaining numbers z. The whole sum 

thus can be decomposed into sums of the type 

disscussed in the preceding theorem (^ * <*n) 9 plus 

one sum, tfhich is smaller than the sums disscussed 

there. Making use of this decomposition and of 

Theorem 9*1» > we have 

2T Min(q, <(&tl)*8q log q « 8(g+q)-log q 

£16g*log q. 

Theorem 9«3* (lemma G.) Let q> 1, (a,q)=l, 

oC real, - -| ~2, then 

32HZX-10S q, 

where r runs over £i different integers <£ q and v runs 

over Z different integers$1. 

Proof.Por realyuwe always have 

and ifyitis not an integer 

q I oGwt (.cm/* 

Xe*"1*/* | = | ^ 

I3y)/vv\ Tt/M ^O-VWTT/W- IO-CKT^HI • 



The function |sint<|as a function of x has the period 1, 

and is an even function, hence 
t _ _ l \ 

\ _ = i 

How it is well known, that for <1^ hence 

l^yVvviit/iJ ^ XTrl/nJ ^ ^ * ) 
So we finally get for ^vt not an integer 

How _ 

v'1>otf= \X X ^0K''r^f<[X |XeRwCV'1*<|) <bv*i 

f,\r 

To this sum we apply Schwarz’s Inequality 

U.e. (Z a b )2 < iJa 2)(Xb!;) ), where we put 
'Y' X X y- i, y* X 

a„ =» 1, b * |2-eajttL^r'>0t|. Thus we get , 
r r ^ Ci . ^lAT'OcljA 
* o a.i^ « 

H ' ^ -eaRl'rv°< | £ HZjZ-e 

* H 
"" ‘ U V ' )o=A 

W 
If we set v-v =z, then 

-j»i£a ^jx] - 1. 

Every one of these numbers z is obtained at most Z 

times from the expression v-v*. As 

g » 2[x| - l>2q - l>q. 

Theorem 9.2 can be applied and yields 

| i* ^ HZ S5M2X 

1
 ^AT ' X='L^J'V1 

the theorem is thus proved. 



flection 10, 

LEilMa D (EUSIL8R0HN). 
ZSiSSSSSSSsS £S£3£&S££5:£a££3£SS 

From now on we will set 

v « v(k) ■= [k log(6k^)] + 1. 

Theorem 10.1. 

u k* 6k2 * 

Proof. Using the power series expansion of 

log (1 - ~) we have 

log((l - |)V) =vlog(l - i) < - X. k' k' 
the definition of v then gives 

log{(l - jjjr) )<- log(6k2) = lo^^2. 
Definition 10.1. For hZl we denote the 

set of all positive numbers z of the form 
A j- 

z - .£*B ■ x~i°* m- 

Definition 10.2. For h^l we denote by R,A*&) 
SSlSSk £2*5 53S523 52£ S3 £3 mmmmmmm auiwm inniuirnrmrwrrnr nni imr i jrji 

the number of z^, z 6^. 

3fo©P£©§ 10.2. For h ^ 1, 1, we have «    ^ _ l}h 

> c2^(k,h) * K * 

Proof. The theorem will be proved by induction. 

For h=l we have 

H^(^) « a | ~ 

How let h >1 and assume the theorem is true for h-1, 

we prove it for h by considering two cases. 



1} 1 ^ ^ 5= 8'C, as 16&we have 

lit. (*&)<= 1^ gk 4 3 1 *1 W ^ 
l~(l - |)h 

, ~ c^TET ^ x *i 
2) 4^8\ the numbers j%s , - f, 

s \2^> t z $r ^4_| are elements of , they also 

are ^ and different, this is seen as follows: 

ilc+z^Jlct-ik-1< (j+l)1^ ,. 

Hence we have 
1-4 

HhU)£ ((*E - 1) - (~4k 1- l))Hh-1(|k-l 4 
k) 

- 2) c23[k,h~l)'2 (fc-i 4 iC) 

1-4 1 - (1 - J)31-1 

1 
'26 (h,h) 

1- i - U - |)h 

% 

= % Uc,h)'‘ 

1 - (l - |)h 

theorem 10.3. (Lemma D.} For 4^1* 
SS£SS££^CSSS.S3 **imi i Mrfr.rHtrriTTriiT *M**MM*I> 

JL ** JL 
■T.„   S2 
a
-u,> o^nn^ 

Proof. We substitute h => v(k) in the preceding 

theorem, and note, that by Theorem 10.1 

i v i 
1 ^ (1 - f) < 4r2. Or 6k r* 6 k 

Section 11. 

LBHMA 1 ( VIKQGBADCM ) . 
sssssstsssss ’ SSSESSSSSSSSSSS&SSSS 

Theorem 11.1. (Lemma B.} Let and let 
sssssaass&sss —  It 4 -1 * 

£°* 

0£ Fir) ^ ft, 

OS F'tr) g c 

O < Fu (TV) ( 
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Then 

(Tet'?Lri(Tk4(X-tC+BC}. 
Jrx 1 

Proof, fie distinguish three cases, 

1) Tv and Ti are integers. Then 

Ti 14=r, * 

ui.i) = ^ \ ?'(x)e'’FlTVbrl* 
M 

This last result is verified as follows 

- ^Ux)) = -KPlT^Wlr0; 

j^t d le'F^) - ^Ft^- x(«
iF™- £VF%U, 

-i>] ctcetF"’). -i; f4W**> = 

5^ tF<>0 . ,, -r 
- 2k + (x\-V)e -*ke 

4=T, 

Adding these three expressions we see that (11.1} is 

correct.le next show 

1Cx;i ~ I = i 
to this end we graph the function 

the correctness of the bound is then evident. 

ue now set 

''f(f) * jJ (T- [-] - i) F'eo At x, -g $ £ x2 . 



From the second mean value theorem follows 

Wg)l< g c , -c,ggsTj 

The expression {11,1) then becomes through integration 

by parts iPQx-Ti r^z ,-1 t*cr) . , 
r lv \ e 5- 0 - V^) ^ £ iT)e tytr \ 

5 l+^c -t /^CF'c-c^ok g t+^CC'+P^ <*KH-c*&c) 

2}jj3 = Cri}, then T^-T^i and there is no integer t such 

that T,< 4.gtl, hence 
|2e-c^_ |VFcx)^t ^|| yFte) 
lTt<4^T, Tl JT, 

3) then ^ 

l&T- <Nrt"*i < UiC\Ef»M* 
and hence by 1) 

<3 +Hr^O(lV B)£4(l+ C + BC), 



Section. 12 

VXHOGfiiiDO 
ea ss. *22 225 SS £3 .SZ 221 E£ : 

* ii 
:2S;S£K£ zzzzzz.zzzzzz.'zz 

o 

The proof we present here is a simplification 

of Vinogradow’s original proof, and is due to Eeilbronn. 

The result we get is not quite as good as Vinogradow's 

result. He obtained 

G{k)£ 6k log k -v 3k log 6+-4k - 2, 

while we only prove 

G{k) ^ 6k log k + 3k log 6-**4k + 3. 

Se require some more notation 

an integer 6. We further set P « 

qpk “ I = ~6§>1 

ie let 

• v/e denote by H 
1 

Hk". We then have 

|kn<H. 

How let u be any element of the set^o, then we set 

for real oC 

T(0U « ^(otfk.M) «= 

. A 
ahrt^w\c< 

A\Ci 

-h 

0^hii'Wo( R(o() » R(o\,k,H) « 

S(oU - 5U,k,M) « 21 , S’ o' 

and for real 0 '^■s.-ztr 
2 

<Uni '^yLAAd 

li( } » u( »k,H} » / *£ 
A 

cO 

V( ) « V( ,k,S) - 3- 2 1 1 ^ 

Theorem 12.1. The integral 
i2£ 22 225 23 22SC2rra MB——« 

(12.1) j 1q1 (d) 5 Cot.) e 
o 

is equal to the number of solutions of the diophantine 

<=i 

equation 



x-jk-f ... + u +u* + y^u* r a B, 

where x^P, u.u* .u*^ all elements of ^iys u w£»k, 

u*^^, uf’ and y < P2k. 

Proof. The Integrand is the sum of a number 
S5SSS3JES2S W 

of terms of the form g^14***. How 

/e 
<? 

&7H t ^ m=0 

h j ■0 otherwise. 

Hence the integral {12.1) is equal to the described 

number. 

Those numbers N for which the integral {12,1) 

is different from zero, can therefore be decomposed 

into the sum of s+5? k th powers of this restricted 

nature. 

laring*s Problem then is solved with 

Q(k) < s + 3v, 

if it can be shown, that for all the integral 

{12.1) £ 0. 
For if an M allows a decomposition of this 

speeial type into s +-3v k th pov/erfi it, a fortiori, 

allows some decomposition into s -V3v k th powers. 

The remainder of this chapter will be needed 

to show that the integral {12.1) f 0. It is for the 

©valuation of this integral, that all the apparatus, 

w© have already built up, is needed. 



■7/ 

We denote by K* the number of terms of the sum 

R(o<) and by Sf the number of terms of the sum S(o{). 

We hare evidently 

R’ - , 

s’ - ?). 
Theorem 12.2. 

a'\Ti'> —' $ log P. 
0asll£) 

SSSsI* we use Lemma D. ( t ^ p32t). 

R'^> duu a P*),-fcV 

Mi-k2 -i-„t D*^“o*rd+4-^- P 
AkJtt 

Sc'Vlk i- 

>i«p1A'^p _ _J_ D^' 

~ C^OJCIL) r w,gw^ ^ 
We now divide the interval of integration of 

the integral (12.1) Q<<*£1, into subintervals as 

follows: Let J- be the elements of The i'arey Series 
*£]£«»«& 

belonging to (j? their mediants then divide 

the line segment into the desired subintervals. 

The first mediant lies beween the fractions 
i 

0 
X am 

md^jjh enoe it is v « ie prefer to use the 

interval 09, l-+^TJ as interval of integration, this 

is possible as the integsand of (12.1) has the 

period 1. 



For all we then h 
CK t a 

ave 
oo 

k 
where lc aSiiSP , (a,q)«l and 

--3, g/35-8, 

where and ^f^jare the mediants to the left and 

right of ~. Eence by Theorem 6*1 and Theorem 6.2& 
k - iq r v in 

{ 2P 2> b4 b*> Lp^ “ 2J + 1 ) we hare 

a^p*^ , s 1.2. 
fortiori 

\p\ = u-f^i£ c^-M £%* 
x 

Those subintervals for which 1 £ cj.< P2f we call "StfL 

( major arcs) and the remaining onesx,vw( minor arcs). 

Theorem 12.$. For p> as defined above 

|u(A) - nfi) I <4. 
~ A 

Eroof. A change of variable A ^ 00 gives . - . 

-it /vnH 

iii iAA- ' <M - 

jf (A- M-k) CL[^X^-') | 
then as (Ar (Xl ~kl^2 we have 

i $ -v jfcjWPe**1 

5 § -V & jl.7l£l flV1 4 AX2) *U 

< i ■+1^1 ix* ^ ^ -1^ 



and for 

If +3 ^ $+sfe < t- 
Theorem 12,4. For oU y3 aad as defined above, 

J* e** * 
we have 

U(cO - OhSpOl/B)] < c50(k) q. 

Proof, tie decompose T(<*) as follows 

T(°0 = £T ’ ^ J -ic4 ^ 

'Till * "?<^= "S3 

The transformation x= gives 
«( 

^(/S) = J- jP
e#*i«Volta- 

Thus we obtain 

-1£ T(<*) - q XS^0(^) 

- ip-4 ( 
^ = q “q 4 ' ' = ^ 

To this difference we can apply Lemma B with 
X, = —"3t x = &UT 1 °i ) ^ °1 J a 

F(x)- &n (y^+'tr 1^1. 
J?or we have for T^tST, 

og Ptc) £ ajw PAi^ai; 

and as 

and 

l£l< . -ri-vwe have 
IP*'* , , 

0£ FtT)S^£’i<cjwP? 

^ ; 

A ^ P,1, . n rv&M . 

and finally 
M 



7*f 

We now note that we may replace by \^>\t for we have 
I2e*| = . From Lemma L we therefore obtain 

Tte) - i rfr-Ce"LXUt 1 

< (l* P"%- UcTp-k) < * W*-A) < < 

Theorem 12.5* 

-1, |f(oU - q.“1S^>V(A)| < c^Ck)* q. 

Proof. Evidently \ S^, \<q.» hence ■ 

|T(O<) - (f^Vt/S) 1 

^|T(oO - q^lK/S)| + (q'^lu^) - V(/J)) 

| c^Q(k) q* 4 < c$51(k)’ q. 

Theorem 12.6.0 Qn everyffil, ^ 

Max( |T(<* )l, lq“-LSj>?(/3}|)<e32(k) q k P. 

Proof. Let 
assess ass» 

W(<*) . T(ot} - q^S^VC^), 

then it follows from the preceding theorem (c< on 
X 

hence q< P5*) that •, 
_ A 2 

lw(«O(<031{k} q^o31(k) q k P f 

<e3i(k) q k P. 

For F(^5} we have evidently 

i ^ i < A{ *p 

Hence using Lemma A, we get ^ 

U“1Si>V(^3)|<o4Ck).q k-P. 

We then have i 
JL. 

+lw{oC)| < o4(k).q K Pq- e^k) • q kP 



1ST 

The theorem then follows immediately. 

Sheorem 12.6. On every $t, 

I'i'V) - (fss| Vs(£}) < c33(k) <f2 P4**1. 

Proof. Using the two preceding theorems 

we have 

|TS(oO - q*"ss|VS(£)l 

« |f (pt) 0L i-£.s-l-m^} ^ q-ls v (£) }a | 
"VrvnD 

<c31(k)(is(23ax( / T(pc)U l<f |)J8"1 

< c33(k)a(q. fe F)3'1 

« o53(k)qf5 + !c P4k“X 

< e33(KJq, P 

Definition 12.1. 
S SSS «5SS S3 SS«S SS S3 fit 

DUc.n) = # 
V> 

-3 j-. - 5 

where the summation extends over all sets m.. withalm,= 
  r ” 111 ■' 1 '"" r 1 111  —— ———■ j J 

Theorem 12.7• 
2SLCS£SS3SSSS« 

3 k 
D(k»n) < c34(k)*P 

Proof .There are less than n' SSSSSSSSCS: 
S-l terms in 

D(k,n), for every one there is a term in the sum 

'13-3> i. j}^1 

that is greater than the corresponding term in D(k,n}. 

For we have in In, « n at least one m. with iaA~, 
J=i 1 J J s 

t-pt ' xi (f)E 

n, m^> o. 

hence 
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We can arrange the comparison in suck a way, that apy 

two terns of D(k,n) will be compared with different 

terms of the sum (12.2} and there still will be posi¬ 

tive terms left in (12.2). Hence , 

»u.n 

< cajfi) Zir' ts 
~ >-> y /YV % v*v»\ ^ i ^ 

using the appproximation < / yn^^we then 

have 
1 -j 1 e 

D(k,n)< Cj^(k)nk x (knk)s“x 

- O34U) ciT1 

Theorem 12.8. ffor n^s 
SaSSSSSSCSSSSS "riwra,w w 

D‘lt*n» c^Hc) ?5k- 

Proof. We have 

that is the arithmetic mean is greater than or equal 

to the geometric mean, hence (p*l<0) 

where the sum on the right is over all terms with m,M>, 

2, aij » n. We therefore have 

((n}s)k*^ X. 
^ -? ni ( t ~ \ AH 

B(k,n}> 
'3?(k) r nl i5“A 1 'W'T t'-l 

The last sum is for nl. s over at leastl~J elkjn*3*’’1' 

terms, hence ^ 

tuw> = grw 
> — ^ r£*\3_ _u. P3& 

= ^3.BK_^-) ^ J - C,,t&) . 

> s—1 s-1 
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Theorem 12»9» For 

|\Tt£)| < 2 \p\~% 

■c 1. 
~ 2* 

Proof.for a ^ b w© have 
ssssssssss — 

this was shown in the proof of Lemma C. If we set 

< X 
= A t</vn<M 

v» 

For the first of these sums we use the integral 

approximation 

i, 
For the second sum we obtain by the help of the abel 

transformation « Xa
n» a

n 
53 bG - ^ » ba ^ ) 

tjjj: «*&*!< /vwof m,i (|t^-^+,)+ V«) = 'K*wiRn\-K 

Thus i i . i 

mp\< \p\~K ^f« 
Theorem 12.10. For 0 < 
»sas»sscs«s ■■—■»..»■■ ( ^ • 

|vs(|5)| < o39(lc) l^l-4. 

Proof. From the preceding theorem we get 

W8(£)l ^ 2sl^l“4 * c39(k)|^l‘4. 
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Theorem 12.11. 

DCV>) 
Proof. 

ZJSZSZZSISiSZ 

£*x*i'nPV (fictp 

=M; 
3*1 ^ e 

■JL 

>4-i 

the theorem them follows from an argument similar to 

the one used in the proof of Theorem 12.19 if it is 

noted that n<M. hence the integral will give all 

the terms of the sum D(k,n). 

Theorem 12.12. For every
/$U 

I ^ ^ C4v*w) | c«CW ^ ^ 
Proof. On every s |^8| Spk-i <-5 . From the 

preceding theorem we have then ^ 

| fe^ *tyJ - DlA,*) 1 i A v\/iMp> + £*| Vfy) 1 
and from Theorem 12.10 ^ 3A-4 

< £ (*, C%R&)^o{& < 2 c3q^j ^ So^°i3 ^ 
~ l^T * 

but we are on an1$l, hence q, <TP2’, and our expressions 

is 
< c H® tA) ^ P 

M.ri 

Theorem 12.13. For every 

( £7^^* T^C^j cAoc - cf5i>c P** D(/M I ^ C<H^ 
1 ^ 

Proof. The length of any interval^is^ &*• 

how we note 

-e 
-SOrcioorv _ ^-8*^ 

/v\ 



Hence we obtain from Theorem 12.6 

l e-aw 1 - cf^slJrv
S0ni’'/3 y\p>) 1 < S3tA> «T? PH'‘ 

and hence 

Ua.5) | ****T>W *U - 

< C^jCA) cj* P3^ 
How using Lemma L. and Theorem 12,12 we get 

< C^CA) PSA'S <00 (q,_i)5f5* c*£A)C^£A) cfS 
The combination of the inequalities (12.3) and (12.4) 

then gives the desired result 

Theorem 12.14. 
casassssasssss ft X- 

1 s: (j:**** 0** - DcV)^)l<c^P '* '*#t 
Proof.Recalling the definition of A. (Definition 7.2), 
— 

and noting that means summation over all —. with 
d. 4 

(a,cj)=sl, q< pS, we have as a consequence of the preceding 

theorem 

<c^U) P '^^.oc3 < cHa) p ;* (^)<cp 
From Theorem 8.1 and Definition 8.1 we have 

| » C<%)^cjpk^ ^ 
now using Theorem 12.? we get ' 

3 A-5 (12.6) I 0 - DCMtfl-Ml < c*t(A) P 
The theorem follows from (12.5) and (12.6). 



then Theorem 12.15. If U>c.L„(k), sssassersasssas 

£_ SOtr i 'n CK -r-5 

tytJ '3SY '-i&>' 

T p M 

Proof. From the preceding theorem follows 
S5SSSSSSSSK5 * W 

immediately (^(kjn) real positive) 

7ft. S Tsc^ «U > Dl-MVl-M) - P 
m J'33t 

and thus from Lemma B and from Theorem 12.8 we have 

for n> s, that is 3 > s 
•r* T"^/ 

.3* 

^ it *“v V) ^ > p' &*> v*) - p-.„ P M-V 

-. 9 /1- t£*&)\ 
"SH^) 

11
 ' 

2k 
hence for B > o4^(k) > (2c^Q{k)) ‘ t ( >s)» the real part 

of the integral is -<bJk. 

> 

Theorem 12.16, For H> c4?(k) 

^ U' ^TV) P- R'V 
Proof. 

s«*= ^■ e^c ■* 
>3>M3 ^ 
o ' 

this is a sum of K’^S* terms. We writ© 

Y 
n « a - - U£ - y u^» 

and have ( referring back to the Definitions of R add S 

at the beginning of this section) 

1 1 i I k . I M 
M n % - - p - fP2PK 2 « | . 

hence Theorem 12.15 can be used for H> c^lk)» this 

yields 

-0151 'TSVSL J c-a™t^ais
Wc4« 

m T55t m T&t 

0- l t 



Theorem 12.17. 
saasaasa * 

411 ft* (°0) l <Aoi = R1 

Proof. . 
j assssisss \ 

~~ -^> /V\t^ 
/'v'»<vtl ^ 

« R* ( uru2«0 has S* solutions.) 

Theorem 12.18. ^ 

Z ( ITV) RV)S(.*) Met < cs,(A) P
34 R s'^p 

AAA ^A/M O 

Proof. Evidently [T(oU| ^ P. We apply Lemma C 

with r=yk, v=u, H»[p2kl, EZ-S*, X«pk ”2, here 
1 w 1 

r£P2^q^P*~2, q> 1. This gives 

1S(PO'
5 = \ l1= ■2’=£l P^-^IP^"4) 

< c#2lA) P
Jlt,~ *■ S*-8«^P 

Successive application of this result, Theorem 12.17 

and Theorem 12.2 then yields 

5 ^ RV)-?C*)1 C-U 1 

i csa (A) PH P * * JsT 11 RV)M<* 
Sc^cAJp^'i nJs-? 

S^l-4) R'*.S' J&p: 

< c* (A) PM R'V vfej, , 
Theorem 12.19. _ 
sssasssssssssss > ^3. ^ T 

'SI'S. ( e-s*iA'* T5Gx) R <°0 S(PO cLt > - C*,(A) P R‘ i1 

^A. •,'V^ 

ProofoTftj^-ljl^-JIfjbogether with the preceding 

theorem 



S3 

Theorem 12.20. For H>cca(k)9 CS5SS3S2S353SS 

/ & ***'1 TV) R* W 5 (o0 old 4 o 
o 

'fcXL, + 
ufc^ZrrL 

j xvvt '-wi 

hence for *> o47Uc) 

=* ct^P^'O- 

calC*-)P** 

Uc$P J 

\JegP 

This expression is certainly greater than zero, if 
Ico ^ 1| 

K>c^(k) « Max(c4r,(k), e ). 

This constant is very generous. Vinogradow’s original 

proof gave a much smaller value and is therefore 

preferable as far as the determination of g{k) is 

concerned. 

Theorem 12.21. For k £ 3s 

0(k)< 6k*tlog k + 3fc log 6-v 4k -*-3. 

Proof. Obvious. 
SEES ssss: csss 



Section 13* 

A COJ!fiP*KXSOEU 
ss sssscsssssssssssso 

file so called "assyuqptotic theory” in connection 

with Waring* s Problem is due to Hardy and Littlewood. 

This is clear even in the development of Yinogradow’s 

result, which we gave in the preceding pages, to 

illustrate that we only need to refer to the two 

basic lemmas of hardy and Littlewood, which we used. 

It seems however of interest to name the improvements 

which enabled finogradow to obtain so much better 

results in so much shorter space. To this end we 

describe how Hardy and Littlewood approached the 

problem. 

Let rQ(n) be the number of solutions of the 

diophantine equation 

Hardy and Littlewood considered the following expression 

for ra(n) 

and (13.1) is immediately clear. The radius of conver¬ 

gence of f(x) is 1, so the circle x = 1 can not be 

used as a path of integration. Hardy and Littlewood 

It is then easily seen that 



used x 
JL 

« e“n* Thus we get 

(13.2) r, s 

la th© difference between this expression and 

th© integral (12.1) is contained the difference in the 

method of ©valuation. 

onej he considered finite series instead of infinite 

ones, thus avoided convergence questions and also 

was able to avoid the real term in the exponent of 

e in his integrand. This simplified matters, but 

would scarcely have given rise to improved results. 

Vinogradow uses is composed of three different types 

of sums. This of course gives rise to a different 

decomposition of n, actually as we noted a more 

special one than the decomposition required for 

taring*s Problem. The type of integrand and 

therefore the special decomposition is needed 

because only to a sum like S(oU does Vinogradow*s 

Lemma apply. Hardy and Little wood used in its 

place a lemma due to .«eyl, which gives a bound 

for sums of th« +*vn« 

in terms of ffi and q. As we already mentioned, 

Vinogradovas Lemma is so much better than Seyl*s 

Vinogradovas first improvement was a simple 

The second difference is that the integrand 



that It Is this Improvement in method that gave 

rise to the Improved results he obtained. 

Section 14, 

hmm BOUNDS FOB G(k) g(k). 
SS.JSS3CKCS 3S£3SSffiS28SS OSSffll * 9 SSfiSO 9 

Theorem 14,1, If k> 2, then 
SS;S«S&££53£2!t m wwiiMwiw 

g(h)> 2k4r £(Jr) J * 2. 

Proof. The number q ® J is the greatest integer 

satisfying the inequality 

2kq - 1 < 3k. 
k The number 2 q - 1 can only be composed of k th powers 

of 1 and 2. Its decomposition into a minimum number of 

k th powers is ■ 2^ I 
Jc 2 q 

m*i iik. 
'Mai 

This sum has 2*S- q - 2 terms. 

Theorem 14.2. If k£2, then 

G{lc}^ kt 1. 

grogf. If n = Xxm
k, xm^0, we certainly mast 

have x^ nk. We now find an estimate for the number of 

integers 0<n<y that can be expressed as the sum of 

k k th powers. For every xm we have < yk + 1 choices 

and as the order of the %m can be disregarded, we get 

as an upper bound, for the number of n expressible in 

th© desired form, ^,-i , t\A 
i 

l* (^Uo 

Hence an infinity of numbers n cannot be expressed 

as the sum of k k th powers, and the theorem is proved. 
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